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MADE IN USA
Here at High Speed Gear®, we are dedicated to building the best 100% American-made, battle-proven tactical gear™. Our products are designed for the highest level of comfort, functionality and versatility. Satisfaction is guaranteed for all of our customers, whether military, law enforcement or responsibly-armed citizens. Our products are user driven and are based on the operational experiences of a wide variety of end users, to include members of U.S. special forces, law enforcement officers and competitive shooters.

Contact us to find your local dealer for our highly versatile, American-made pouches, platforms and accessories.

PO Box 940 - Swansboro, NC 28584 - highspeedgear.com - 910-325-1000
The rifle TACO®

An inner Velcro® strip improves security with metal mags and enables addition of retention straps

Injection-molded polymer brackets provide a stable frame and tapered ends enable easy indexing of magazines for reinsertion

Our unique bungee cord and pop lock combination offers adjustable retention

Our patent-pending bungee and bracket design allows expansion to accommodate various calibers of magazines or numerous tools and devices

Fits most rifle calibers and more

7.62x39mm
5.56mm NATO
.308/.762x51mm NATO
Shot Shell Tray V.2
Smoke Grenade

The Double Decker TACO®

An inner Velcro® strip improves security with metal mags and enables addition of retention straps

Injection-molded polymer brackets provide a stable frame and tapered ends enable easy indexing of magazines for reinsertion

Our unique bungee cord and pop lock combination offers adjustable retention

Our patent-pending bungee and bracket design allows expansion to accommodate various calibers of magazines or numerous tools and devices

Fits most rifle calibers and more

7.62x39mm
5.56mm NATO
.308/.762x51mm NATO
Shot Shell Tray V.2
Smoke Grenade

The High Capacity Magazine (HCM) TACO®

An inner Velcro® strip improves security with metal mags and enables addition of retention straps

Injection-molded polymer brackets provide a stable frame and tapered ends enable easy indexing of magazines for reinsertion

Our unique bungee cord and pop lock combination offers adjustable retention

Our patent-pending bungee and bracket design allows expansion to accommodate various calibers of magazines or numerous tools and devices

Fits most rifle calibers and more

7.62x39mm
5.56mm NATO
.308/.762x51mm NATO
Shot Shell Tray V.2
Smoke Grenade

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.
### Double Decker TACO® LT

**MOLLE** | 170000  
**Belt Mounted** | 191600  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Double Decker TACO® LT combines our lightweight rifle and pistol mag pouches into a single pouch that securely holds an infinite combination of mags and other accessories at 30% the original weight.  
- Magazines are held securely  
- Deployed easily and silently on demand  
- Strip of loop Velcro® sewn inside rifle mag  
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS  
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One-Wrap® to belts up to 2”

**Dimensions:** 3” x 3” x 8”, .37lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® Shingle

**MOLLE** | 451000  
**Belt Mounted** | 10200  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This unique pouch uses injection-molded polymer brackets, 1000D Cordura® front and back, shock cord and an adjustable, buckled flap to lock just about any magazine into place and protect the contents.  
- Fits most rifle mags  
- Fold over a side release buckle and hook and loop to secure  
- A silencing strip is included for the hook and loop to provide silent operation of the flap if needed  
- Also fits certain radios, flashlamps and smoke grenades  
- Slip this pouch into a vest, plate carrier or battle belt  

**Dimensions:** 10” x 1.75” x 5”, .78lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® - Covered

**MOLLE** | 18200  
**Belt Mounted** | 10200  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This unique pouch uses injection-molded polymer brackets, 1000D Cordura® front and back, shock cord and an adjustable, buckled flap to lock just about any magazine into place and protect the contents.  
- Fits most rifle mags  
- Fold over a side release buckle and hook and loop to secure  
- A silencing strip is included for the hook and loop to provide silent operation of the flap if needed  
- Also fits certain radios, flashlamps and smoke grenades  
- Slip this pouch into a vest, plate carrier or battle belt  

**Dimensions:** 10” x 1.75” x 5”, .78lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### X2R TACO® - Covered

**MOLLE** | 182600  
**Belt Mounted** | 10200  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

Like the original TACO®, the X2R will handle any type of rifle magazines thrown at it, but the stacked design allows the user to carry two mags in a single pouch.  An adjustable, buckled cover protects and further secures contents.  
- Have three sheets of HMD to separate and secure any combination of magazines into place  
- Fold over a side release buckle and hook and loop to secure  
- A silencing strip is included for the hook and loop to provide silent operation of the flap if needed  

**Dimensions:** 10” x 1.75” x 5”, .85lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® Shingle

**MOLLE** | 450000  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This MOLLE shingle combines our rifle and pistol mag pouches into a single pouch that securely holds an infinite combination of mags and other accessories at 30% the original weight.  
- Magazines are held securely  
- Deployed easily and silently on demand  
- Strip of loop Velcro® sewn inside rifle mag  
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS  
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One-Wrap® to belts up to 2”

**Dimensions:** 3” x 3” x 8”, .37lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® LT

**MOLLE** | 170000  
**Belt Mounted** | 191600  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Double Decker TACO® LT combines our lightweight rifle and pistol mag pouches into a single pouch that securely holds an infinite combination of mags and other accessories at 30% the original weight.  
- Magazines are held securely  
- Deployed easily and silently on demand  
- Strip of loop Velcro® sewn inside rifle mag  
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS  
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One-Wrap® to belts up to 2”

**Dimensions:** 3” x 3” x 8”, .37lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® Shingle

**MOLLE** | 450000  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This MOLLE shingle combines our rifle and pistol mag pouches into a single pouch that securely holds an infinite combination of mags and other accessories at 30% the original weight.  
- Magazines are held securely  
- Deployed easily and silently on demand  
- Strip of loop Velcro® sewn inside rifle mag  
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS  
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One-Wrap® to belts up to 2”

**Dimensions:** 3” x 3” x 8”, .37lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® Shingle

**MOLLE** | 450000  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This MOLLE shingle combines our rifle and pistol mag pouches into a single pouch that securely holds an infinite combination of mags and other accessories at 30% the original weight.  
- Magazines are held securely  
- Deployed easily and silently on demand  
- Strip of loop Velcro® sewn inside rifle mag  
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS  
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One-Wrap® to belts up to 2”

**Dimensions:** 3” x 3” x 8”, .37lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.

---

### Double Decker TACO® Shingle

**MOLLE** | 450000  

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This MOLLE shingle combines our rifle and pistol mag pouches into a single pouch that securely holds an infinite combination of mags and other accessories at 30% the original weight.  
- Magazines are held securely  
- Deployed easily and silently on demand  
- Strip of loop Velcro® sewn inside rifle mag  
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS  
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One-Wrap® to belts up to 2”

**Dimensions:** 3” x 3” x 8”, .37lb

**Comes in:** Black, Khaki, Coyote Brown

See www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacooverview for a video about the TACO® line.
**Pistol Mag Pouches**

**The Pistol TACO® - Covered**

- Durable 1” side-release buckle holds the flap secure and offers quick and easy release
- Adjustable buckle strap allows the pouch length to extend or shorten for a wide variety of items
- Matching hook & loop Velcro® provides further security. Also includes a silencing strip
- Fits most pistol calibers and more

**Triple Pistol TACO®**

- Covered
- Extendable

- Fits 9mm Suppressor
- Extendable Baton/Asp
- C-A-T Tourniquet
- Single & Double Stack Mags
- Knives, Flashlights & Multitools

**Triple Extended Pistol TACO®**

- Covered
- Extendable

- Fits .357, .38 Special, .40, .45 caliber

**Visit www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.**

---

**Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/pdfpistoltaco for the video about the TACO® line.**

---

**Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/doublepistoltaco for the video.**

---

**Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacoview for a video about the TACO® line.**

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile pistol mag pouch can hold almost any caliber of pistol magazines, as well as multitools, flashlights, knives and more. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 3.75”L x 1.5”W x 4”H, .35lb

Metric: 9.53cm x 3.81cm x 10.16cm, 158.76g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile pouch will securely hold almost any high-capacity pistol or submachinegun magazine. It is designed to hold and deploy the magazine easily and silently on demand.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits large flashlights, collapsible batons, suppressors and other survival equipment

Dimensions: 2.25”L x 1.75”W x 4”H, .26lb

Metric: 5.72cm x 4.45cm x 10.16cm, 117.93g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g

---

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile double mag pouch can hold almost any combination of pistol magazines, tools, lights or knives. The unique, patent-pending design makes this the most versatile double pistol mag pouch around.

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multi-tools and mini smoke grenades

Dimensions: 6”L x 1”W x 6.25”H, .52lb

Metric: 15.24cm x 2.54cm x 15.87cm, 235.3g
**Pistol TACO® LT**

**MOLLE 17PT00 Belt Mounted 19PT00**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile pouch will hold almost any pistol magazine, mag light, multitool or knife in a package 30% lighter than the original!

- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits flashlights, multitools, hand smokes, smoke grenades and more
- MOLLE revision includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS
- Belt-enclosed revision attaches with MOLLE “One-Wrap” for belts up to 2”

Dimensions: 1.5” x 1.5” x 6.75”, 0.075lbs

Metric: 3.81cm x 3.81cm x 17.15cm, 34.01g

**Pistol TACO® - Covered**

**MOLLE 18PTC0 Belt Mounted 10PTC0**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile, covered pistol magazine pouch will hold almost any pistol magazine, mag light, multitool or knife.

- Flap uses a side release buckle and hook and loop to secure
- A silencing strip is included for the hook and loop to provide silent operation of the flap if needed
- Most pistol magazines are held securely
- Flap adjusts to fit multiple lengths and items
- Also fits flashlights, multitools and more

Dimensions: 1.75” x 1.75” x 4.75”, 0.17lbs

Metric: 4.45cm x 4.45cm x 12.1cm, 77.11g

Visit www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacol for a video about the LT line.

**Modular Pistol Mag Pouches**

12PM01 Single $14  -  12PM03 Triple $38
12PM02 Double $26  -  12PM04 Quad $50

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

Our Modular Pistol Mag Pouches are available as (1), (3), (6), (12) and (24) pack.

These pouches can carry the majority of high-capacity pistol and submachine gun magazines on the market. These pouches are only available in MOLLE and include our HSGI® Clips for easy attachment.

- Also works perfectly for your milti-tool or small flashlight
- Flap uses a side release buckle and hook and loop to secure
- A silencing strip is included for the hook and loop to provide silent operation of the flap if needed

**Ext. Pistol TACO® LT**

**MOLLE 17EX00 Belt Mounted 19EX00**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile mag pouch can hold virtually any extended pistol magazine, SMG mag, collapsible baton or large flashlight at 70% the weight of the original. This pouch is as durable as the original and also much more flexible. It can bend and flatten without losing shape or breaking.

- Most high-capacity pistol and submachine gun magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits large flashlights, collapsible batons and other survival equipment

Dimensions: 1.75” x 2” x 8.75”, 0.2lbs

Metric: 4.45cm x 5.08cm x 22.23cm, 90.72g

**Ext. Pistol TACO® - Covered**

**MOLLE 18EXC0**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This versatile, covered pouch will hold almost any high-capacity pistol or submachine gun magazine.

- Flap uses a side release buckle and hook and loop to secure
- A silencing strip is included for the hook and loop to provide silent operation of the flap if needed
- Most high-capacity pistol and submachine gun magazines are held securely
- Deployed easily and silently on demand
- Also fits large flashlights, collapsible batons and some survival tools

Dimensions: 1.75” x 2” x 8.75”, 0.2lbs

Metric: 4.45cm x 5.08cm x 22.23cm, 90.72g

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/tacolt for a video about the LT line.
Utility Pouches

**Mag-Net Dump Pouch V2**

- Metric: 25.4cm x 10.16cm x 30.48cm, 453.59g
- Dimensions: 10”L x 4”W x 12”H, 1lb
- Shoulder strap. Holds up to the largest popular tactical gas mask models.

**Soft TACO®**

- Metric: 21.59cm x 10.16cm x 31.75cm, 226.8g
- Measures 8.5”L x 4”w x 12.5”H, .5lb
- The Mag-Net V2 dump pouch is constructed with laminated 1000D Cordura®, a proprietary laminate and heavy-duty 10 oz. mesh (7.5oz. mesh for MultiCam®).

**Pogey Pouch**

- Metric: 7.62cm x 3.81cm x 11.43cm, 63.5g
- Dimensions: 3”L x 1.5”W x 4.5”H, .14lb
- Retention and adjustability

**Canteen 2QT Pouch**

- Metric: 15.24cm x 10.16cm x 17.78cm, 226.8g
- Dimensions: 6”L x 4”W x 7”H, .5lb
- Covered on front, sides, and top with MOLLE/PALS webbing for additional modular pouches

**Gas Mask/Spent Mag Pouch V2**

- Metric: 6.99cm x 4.45cm x 13.97cm, 79g
- Dimensions: 2.75”L x 1.75”W x 5.5”H, .175lb
- Rigid webbing sides allow it to expand while still providing a sturdy and stable shape to
- Adjustable and removable retention strap secures with interior hook and loop Velcro®

**Handcuff TACO®**

- Metric: 9.53cm x 4.45cm x 11.43cm, 147g
- Dimensions: 3.75”L x 1.75”W x 4.5”H, .32lb
- Fits chained and hinged cuffs
- Also fits small radios, such as the BaoFeng UV-5R in the

**Handcuff TACO® - Covered**

- Metric: 6.99cm x 4.45cm x 13.97cm, 79g
- Dimensions: 2.75”L x 1.75”W x 5.5”H, .175lb
- Features our patent-pending TACO® design for adjustable retention and adjustability
- Dimensions: 3.75” x 1.75” x 4.5”, .33lb
- Weight: 7.62cm x 3.81cm x 11.43cm, 63.5g

**Stun Gun TACO®**

- Metric: 3.57” x 1.75” x 4.5”, .33lb
- Dimensions: 3.57” x 1.75” x 4.5”, .33lb
- Weight: 8.08cm x 3.59cm x 15.5cm, 155g

**Stun Gun TACO® - Covered**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

**Canteen 2QT Pouch**

- Dimensions: 3”L x 3”W x 6”H, .3lb
- Maintains a positive grip on your essentials
- Secures to your belt or pack
- Expands and collapses to generous levels
- The Soft TACO® was designed to hold large, cylindrical items.

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

**NSN 8465-01-583-8337**
The Mini EOD Pouch V2

Three pockets and two 2” elastic bands provide a wide variety of storage options for almost any set of tools or supplies.

One large pocket & three 3” elastic bands offer even more versatility in storage capabilities.

The versatile and comprehensive design offers easy organization for supplies and tools keeping from hinderous disposal to medical gear.

- 2” clam-shell zipper allows complete access to four internal pockets
- Features bands of 2” and 3” elastic for a wide variety of tools and supplies
- The two vertical slots in the back are perfect for external storage of trauma shears and other tools
- Also perfect for carrying an IFAK, or as a general-purpose or admin-style pouch

Dimensions: 6” x 3” x 7.25”, .5lb
Metric: 15.24cm x 7.62cm x 18.3cm, 226.8g

Mini EOD Pouch V2

MOLLE 12ME00

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The FRAG Grenade Pouch carries a single fragmentation (M67) grenade. The flap uses a side release buckle and/or hook and loop to secure. A silencing strip is sewn in for hook and loop to provide silent operation if needed. Designed with a spoon strap to prevent rotation.

- Dimensions: 2.25” x 2” x .75”, .15lb
- Metric: 5.71cm x 5.08cm x 1.91cm, 68.04g

Frag Grenade Pouch

MOLLE 12FG00

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The 40mm TACO® is made from durable 1000D Cordura® and securely holds 12 rounds of nearly any gauge internally with woven elastic.

- Features an exterior Velcro® loop panel to attach an additional 5 rounds using one of our Shot Shell Trays (sold separately)
- Rubberized webbing loops will hold (10) 12 gauge shotgun shells
- Velcro® loop-backed MOLLE panel offers compatibility with PALS platforms
- Can be attached to any Velcro® loop surface

Dimensions: 2.5” x 2.5” x 5”, .22lb
Metric: 6.35cm x 6.35cm x 12.7cm, 99.79g

40mm TACO®

MOLLE 12M400

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Shot Shell Pouch is constructed with durable 1000D Cordura® and securely holds 12 shells of nearly any gauge externally with woven elastic.

- Holds: 120mm/37mm rounds, small radios like the BaoFeng UV-5R and other items securely
- Constructed with 1000D Cordura®, durable welding, and shock cord
- Metal grommet for drainage
- Attaches with either HSGI® clips (MOLLE) or Velcro® One-Wrap® (belt mount)

Dimensions: 6.5” x 3” x 3.75”, .25lb
Metric: 16.5cm x 7.62cm x 9.53cm, 106g

Shot Shell Pouch

MOLLE 12SP00

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Shot Shell Tray design consists of two Velcro® hook-backed, rubberized-nylon web platforms with five shell slots. An additional MOLLE platform is included.

- Rubberized webbing loops will hold (10) 12 gauge shotgun shells
- Velcro® loop-backed MOLLE panel offers compatibility with PALS platforms
- Can be attached to any Velcro® loop surface

Dimensions: 2.5” x 2.5” x 5”, .22lb
Metric: 6.35cm x 6.35cm x 12.7cm, 99.79g

Shot Shell Tray V2

MOLLE 95SS01

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

- Holds: 40mm/37mm rounds, small radios like the BaoFeng UV-5R and other items securely
- Constructed with 1000D Cordura®, durable welding, and shock cord
- Metal grommet for drainage
- Attaches with either HSGI® clips (MOLLE) or Velcro® One-Wrap® (belt mount)

Dimensions: 2.25” x 2” x .75”, .34lb
Metric: 5.71cm x 5.08cm x 1.91cm, 154.22g

Double 40mm TACO®

MOLLE 11M402

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Radio Pop-up TACO® uses our patent-pending TACO® technology and durable webbing in multiple sizes to create a secure but easily accessible storage solution for a wide variety of items, including Mil/LE personal communication devices.

- Features a pop-up pull tongue to easily remove communications devices without interfering with controls
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One Wrap to belts up to 2”

Dimensions: 3” x 2” x 5” H, 0.31 lb
Metric: 7.62 cm x 5.08 cm x 12.7 cm, 141.97 g

Mini Radio/Utility Pouch

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Mini Radio/Utility Pouch is a small radio utility pouch with upper zipper closure.

- Designed to carry smaller items such as some medium-sized radios, GPS, small binoculars, and NODS
- Constructed on durable 1000D Cordura®
- Includes HSGI® Clips for easy attachment to PALS

Dimensions: 3.25” x 2.25” x 6” H, 0.31 lb
Metric: 8.26 cm x 5.72 cm x 15.24 cm, 141.97 g

These can also double as comm pouches

Radio Pop-up TACO®

MOLLE 11RD00 Belt Mounted 13RD00 $49

Multi-Access Comm TACO®

MOLLE 11MAC0 Belt Mounted 13MAC0 $49

Mini Radio/Utility Pouch

MOLLE 12BP00 $26

These can also double as comm pouches

40mm TACO® Handcuff TACO® TACO® Stun Gun TACO® HCM TACO®

M3T

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Multi-Access Comm (MAC) TACO® uses our patent-pending TACO® technology to create a secure but easily accessible solution for a wide variety of Mil/LE personal communication devices.

- The 2.5” side openings, with additional open-top design, allow for easy access of most controls without removing the device
- MOLLE version includes HSGI® clips for attachment to PALS
- Belt mount version attaches with Velcro® One Wrap to belts up to 2”

Dimensions: 3” x 2” x 5” H, 0.31 lb
Metric: 7.62 cm x 5.08 cm x 12.7 cm, 141.97 g

Medical Pouches

Multi-Mission Medical TACO® (M3T)

Bleeder/Blowout Pouch

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This fully ambidextrous medical pouch allows unlimited mounting options for versatile and adaptable applications.

- Mounting options on PALS or up to 2” belts in a vertical or horizontal configuration
- Dual tourniquet, quick-deployment pockets with ambidextrous access and pull tabs
- Internal “med sleds” fit many IFAK inserts
- Adaptable with various brands of medical inserts & trays

Dimensions: 3.5” x 2” x 6.75” H, 0.48 lb
Metric: 8.9 cm x 5.0 cm x 17.2 cm, 216.39 g

***MEDICAL ITEMS NOT INCLUDED***

Also fits and quickly deploys soft tourniquets, such as the Tourni-Kwik 4L

Also fits and quickly deploys soft tourniquets, such as the Tourni-Kwik 4L

Bleeder/Blowout Pouch

MOLLE 12BP00 $39

M3T

MOLLE/BM 12M3T0 $75

These can also double as comm pouches
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The O3D Medical Pouch is designed for the every day carrier, uniform patrol officer, or military member that needs a basics only kit readily accessible with a small footprint. The O3D provides an “essentials only” package that is feature rich in options.

- Ambidextrous
- Mountable on belts ranging from 1.5” to 2.25”, including duty leather/nylon, dress belts, EDC belts, and PALS/MOLLE systems
- Easily deployable and/or removable to pass to a partner when belt mounted
- Additional external glove pouch for non-medical glove needs
- Ability to carry a primary TQ (SOF® TT-W / C-A-T) at the ready and immediately deployable
- Will fit components of various manufacturers to facilitate TCCC protocol treatment.
- Velcro® panel to adhere medical marker if desired

Dimensions: 3.5"L x 2.5"W x 5.5"H, .33lb
Metric: 8.89cm x 6.35cm x 13.97cm, 155g

***MEDICAL ITEMS NOT INCLUDED***

On- or Off-Duty (O3D) Medical Pouch
MIDLE/BL 120300
$79

Belts and Battle Belts
For the Micro Grip Belt Panel or Inner Belt, see pages 30 and 31 (Accessories)

Sure-Grip® Padded Belt
Our unique neoprene padding offers gel-like comfort and incredible grip and stability.

Built with durable 1000D Cordura® and nylon webbing.
Features (4) Uniloops for use with suspender systems.
Includes an inner HDPE stiffener that lines the entire belt for additional stability.

Inner Velcro® hook enables easy pairing with rigger and duty belts with loop for added security.

This padded belt features lower ports at the 3, 6 and 9 o’clock positions (3 and 9 for the Slim-Grip™) for access to the inner belt and attachment of holsters and drop platforms.

Duty Belt
$23

For the Micro Grip Belt Panel or Inner Belt, see pages 30 and 31 (Accessories)

These can also double as med pouches
Canteen 2QT Pouch
Pistol TACO®
Pogey Pouch
Mini Radio Pouch
Mini EOD Pouch

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/o3d for a video about our O3D Medical Pouch.
### Cobra® 1.75” Rigger Belts

**$77-$85**

**Features:**
- Stainless steel D-ring and COBRA® buckle.
- Sewn together with five rows of bonded 138 nylon thread.
- Adds a level of grip that is unlike any other low-profile belt system on the market.
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- .75” thick and 3.0” tall
- Designed for use with a COBRA® 1.5” or 1.75” Rigger Belt.

**Sizes:**
- Small = 30” end to end
- Medium = 33” end to end
- Large = 36” end to end
- XL = 40” end to end

**Available in 4 sizes:**
- Small = 30” end to end
- Medium = 33” end to end
- Large = 36” end to end
- XL = 40” end to end

**Colors/Patters:**
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.

---

### Cobra® IDR 1.75” Rigger Belts

**$95-$99**

**Features:**
- Constructed with two layers of 1/32” thick 138B nylon webbing.
- Sewn together with five rows of bonded 138B nylon thread.
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- .75” thick and 3.0” tall

**Sizes:**
- Small = 29” to 30”
- Medium = 32” to 34”
- Large = 36” to 38”
- XL = 39” to 40”
- 2X = 42” to 44”
- 3X = 46” to 48”

**Available in 4 sizes:**
- Small = 29” to 30”
- Medium = 32” to 34”
- Large = 36” to 38”
- XL = 39” to 40”

---

### Cobra® 1.5” Rigger Belts

**$75-$79**

**Features:**
- Additional rigidity and stiffness are added with a proprietary adhesive before sewing.
- Perfect size for use with most standard belt loops.
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- .75” thick and 1.75” tall

**Sizes:**
- Small = 28” to 30”
- Medium = 32” to 34”
- Large = 36” to 38”
- XL = 39” to 40”
- 2X = 42” to 44”
- 3X = 47” to 48”

**Available in 4 sizes:**
- Small = 28” to 30”
- Medium = 32” to 34”
- Large = 36” to 38”
- XL = 39” to 40”

---

### Sure-Grip® Padded Belt

**$85**

**Features:**
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.
- This modular, padded-belt system is one of the most comfortable and standard on the market.
- .75” thick and 1.75” tall
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- Adds a level of grip that is unlike any other belt system on the market.
- Three access ports at 3, 6 and 9 o’clock positions for the attachment of subloads, such as holsters and drop platforms, directly to the interior belt.
- Features four strategically positioned suspender attachments.
- Available in 4 sizes:
  - Small = 30” end to end
  - Medium = 33” end to end
  - Large = 36” end to end
  - XL = 40” end to end

**Sizes:**
- 31SPB0
- 33SPB0

**Colors/Patters:**
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.

---

### Slim-Grip® Padded Belt

**$79**

**Features:**
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.
- This modular, padded-belt system is the next generation of the HSGI® padded belt family. It has all the performance of our original system but with a lower weight and lower profile.
- .75” thick and 1.75” tall
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- .75” thick and 1.75” tall
- Designed for use with a COBRA® 1.5” or 1.75” Rigger Belt.

**Sizes:**
- Small = 30” end to end
- Medium = 33” end to end
- Large = 36” end to end
- XL = 40” end to end

**Available in 4 sizes:**
- Small = 30” end to end
- Medium = 33” end to end
- Large = 36” end to end
- XL = 40” end to end

**Colors/Patters:**
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.

---

### Sure-Grip® - Slotted

**$119**

**Features:**
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.
- This modular, padded-belt system adds versatility to one of the slimmest and sturdiest on the market.
- .75” thick and 1.75” tall
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- Adds a level of grip that is unlike any other belt system on the market.
- Individual PALS platforms allow the inner belt to be removed inside or outside of the PALS to satisfy user needs for MOLLE mounting or belt mounting for holsters and other accessories.
- Four suspender attachments are positioned strategically if suspenders are needed.
- Available in 4 sizes:
  - Small = 32” end to end
  - Medium = 35” end to end
  - Large = 40” end to end
  - XL = 46” end to end

**Sizes:**
- 31SPB0
- 33SPB0

**Colors/Patters:**
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.

---

### Slim-Grip® - Slotted

**$109**

**Features:**
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.
- This modular, padded-belt system adds versatility to one of the slimmest and sturdiest on the market.
- .75” thick and 1.75” tall
- Neoprene padding creates a “gel-like” comfort.
- Available in 4 sizes:
  - Small = 32” end to end
  - Medium = 35” end to end
  - Large = 40” end to end
  - XL = 46” end to end

**Sizes:**
- 31SPB0
- 33SPB0

**Colors/Patters:**
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.

---

### Padded Belt Slim-Grip

**$85**

**Features:**
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.
- This modular, padded-belt system adds versatility to one of the slimmest and sturdiest on the market.
- Individual PALS platforms allow the inner belt to be removed inside or outside of the PALS to satisfy user needs for MOLLE mounting or belt mounting for holsters and other accessories.
- Available in 4 sizes:
  - Small = 32” end to end
  - Medium = 35” end to end
  - Large = 40” end to end
  - XL = 46” end to end

**Sizes:**
- 31SPB0
- 33SPB0

**Colors/Patters:**
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patters.
See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The HSGI® SPC is a slick, lightweight plate carrier with plate pockets constructed of 500D Cordura®. The 2” (1.5” for OD) side straps are gripper elastic with a loop lining and are perfect for adding belt-mounted magazine or utility pouches in addition to providing versatile and comfortable sizing. The SPC can be converted into a functional battle vest with the addition of the Chest Platform (40CP00).

- Loop front with nylon webbing to allow installation of Chest Platform
- Neoprene-lined shoulder pads enhance stability and comfort
- Underside of each pocket built with mesh cushions to allow airflow and improve comfort

Dimensions: 11”L x 3”W x 14”H, 1.44lb
Metric: 27.94cm x 7.62cm x 35.56cm, 653.17g

*Use Plate Carrier Adaptor Straps (see Accessories section) to upgrade with a Sure-Grip® Padded Belt.*

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The HSGI® SPC-Bravo is a light plate carrier with plate pockets constructed of 500D Cordura® and durable 1” PALS webbing.

- Mesh cushions allow airflow and improve comfort
- Neoprene-lined shoulder pads enhance stability and comfort
- The 2” (1.5” for OD) wide gripper elastic side straps are perfect for HSGI® belt-mounted pouches
- Loop front with nylon webbing to allow installation of Chest Platform

Dimensions: 11”L x 3”W x 14”H, 1.98lb
Metric: 27.94cm x 7.62cm x 35.56cm, 898.11g

*Use Plate Carrier Adaptor Straps (see Accessories section) to upgrade with a Sure-Grip® Padded Belt.*

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/platecarriers for a video about our plate carriers.
**The Range Day (RD) Pistol Case**

The gripper elastic loop tray can firmly hold three pistol mags of almost any caliber.

- Four sewn nylon pockets offer more versatility in storage options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Range Day Pistol Case</strong></th>
<th><strong>Padded Leg Panel</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>50PC00</strong></td>
<td><strong>21DL00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$79</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The RD Pistol Case is perfect for a day on the range or any portable storage need. Constructed of 500D Cordura®, the internal fleece keep wall, gripper elastic retainers, and four pockets provide superior versatility. This inclusive set up provides stable organization and storage for your handgun, several HSGI® pouches, the internal Velcro loop wall, gripper elastic retainers, and four pockets provide superior versatility. The adjustable gripper elastic holster can securely retain most handguns.

- Includes two nylon webbing handle straps for a flexible & comfortable carry.

**10.75"x8" loop Velcro® panel allows full customization of magazine tray.**

**AO Chest Rig**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The AO Chest Rig is rich in features and low in cost. Add three TACO® Magazine Pouches and a Bleeder/Blowout Pouch for the perfect setup.

- Front panel efficiently constructed to provide three rows and six columns of MOLLE webbing
- Hook without plate carrier
- Carry handle is sewn into the top to allow quick transport if you have to grab and go
- Features hook backing for use with other systems and separate loop panel to cover backing when not in use

**Chest Platform**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Chest Platform is designed to be worn with the included H-Harness or to integrate into the Slick Plate Carrier (SPC). Quickly go from your low profile setup to battle ready in seconds. The platform will also integrate with similar plate carriers on the market. A simple “TACO“ and a Bleeder Blowout Pouch and you have the perfect setup.

- Front panel efficiently constructed to provide three rows and six columns of MOLLE
- Different provides solid performance and removable mesh panel offers enhanced comfort
- Velcro®-Hinged straps allow for quick install onto our plate carrier or others on the market
- HSGI® H-Harness is included

**Range/Go Bag**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This compact leg rig is set up for quick access to role-specific gear. The TACOs® will hold your magazines and other gear and the internal padded divider allows for protection of inside items.

- Front panel efficiently constructed to provide three rows and eight columns of PALS on sides of bag allow for external attachment of MOLLE pouches
- Three rows and six columns of MOLLE webbing
- Double waist attachment points can be adjusted to balance load
- Dual 3" fastener strip with loop for optional hook-backed or MOLLE pouches
- Internal pockets on each side of the bag
- Shoulder strap made from 1.5" webbing
- D-rams on eight corners for shoulder or backpack strap attachment
- Reinforced webbing handle on each side of bag for hand carry
- Blowout Pouch for the perfect setup.

- HSGI® H-Harness is included

**Leg Rigs**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This compact rig is set up for quick access to role-specific gear. The TACOs® will hold your magazines and other gear securely. Perfect for a low profile setup for any mission. By popular demand, we are offering the panel in three variations: three TACO® pouches are made of 1000D Cordura®, injection-molded polymer brackets and shock cord. The pouches maintain a positive, adjustable grip of the magazines and do not require any other securing systems unless desired.

**PRODUCT** | **SAD** | **FEATURES** | **PRICE**
|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| TACO® Magazine Pouches | Three | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $130-$150
| Slick Plate Carrier (SPC) | 21DL00 | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $40
| Slick Plate Carrier (SPC) | 21DL01 | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $40
| Slick Plate Carrier (SPC) | 21DL02 | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $40

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/legrigs for a video about our various leg rigs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT SKU</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20MDL1</td>
<td>Three TACO Magazine Pouches for a rifle-based sub load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20MDL2</td>
<td>Three Double Decker TACO Magazine Pouches for a rifle/pistol sub load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21DL00</td>
<td>Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21DL01</td>
<td>Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21DL02</td>
<td>Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

**AO Chest Rig**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The AO Chest Rig is rich in features and low in cost. Add three TACO® Magazine Pouches and a Bleeder/Blowout Pouch for the perfect setup.

- Front panel efficiently constructed to provide three rows and six columns of MOLLE webbing
- Hook without plate carrier
- Carry handle is sewn into the top to allow quick transport if you have to grab and go
- Features hook backing for use with other systems and separate loop panel to cover backing when not in use

**Chest Platform**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Chest Platform is designed to be worn with the included H-Harness or to integrate into the Slick Plate Carrier (SPC). Quickly go from your low profile setup to battle ready in seconds. The platform will also integrate with similar plate carriers on the market. A simple “TACO“ and a Bleeder Blowout Pouch and you have the perfect setup.

- Front panel efficiently constructed to provide three rows and six columns of MOLLE
- Different provides solid performance and removable mesh panel offers enhanced comfort
- Velcro®-Hinged straps allow for quick install onto our plate carrier or others on the market
- HSGI® H-Harness is included

**Range/Go Bag**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This compact leg rig is set up for quick access to role-specific gear. The TACOs® will hold your magazines and other gear and the internal padded divider allows for protection of inside items.

- Front panel efficiently constructed to provide three rows and eight columns of PALS on sides of bag allow for external attachment of MOLLE pouches
- Three rows and six columns of MOLLE webbing
- Double waist attachment points can be adjusted to balance load
- Dual 3" fastener strip with loop for optional hook-backed or MOLLE pouches
- Internal pockets on each side of the bag
- Shoulder strap made from 1.5" webbing
- D-rams on eight corners for shoulder or backpack strap attachment
- Reinforced webbing handle on each side of bag for hand carry
- Blowout Pouch for the perfect setup.

- HSGI® H-Harness is included

**Leg Rigs**

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This compact rig is set up for quick access to role-specific gear. The TACOs® will hold your magazines and other gear securely. Perfect for a low profile setup for any mission. By popular demand, we are offering the panel in three variations: three TACO® pouches are made of 1000D Cordura®, injection-molded polymer brackets and shock cord. The pouches maintain a positive, adjustable grip of the magazines and do not require any other securing systems unless desired.

**PRODUCT** | **SAD** | **FEATURES** | **PRICE**
|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| TACO® Magazine Pouches | Three | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $130-$150
| Slick Plate Carrier (SPC) | 21DL00 | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $40
| Slick Plate Carrier (SPC) | 21DL01 | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $40
| Slick Plate Carrier (SPC) | 21DL02 | Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel. | $40

Visit www.vimeo.com/highspeedgear/legrigs for a video about our various leg rigs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT SKU</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20MDL1</td>
<td>Three TACO Magazine Pouches for a rifle-based sub load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20MDL2</td>
<td>Three Double Decker TACO Magazine Pouches for a rifle/pistol sub load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21DL00</td>
<td>Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21DL01</td>
<td>Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21DL02</td>
<td>Three HSGI® H-Harness, internal Velcro loop wall, and internal back panel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Combos

Assembly required for all combos

**First Responder Combo** $145

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This combo includes our Padded Leg Panel, Mini EOD V2 pouch and our M.A.C. Radio TACO® and provides quick deployment option for multiple gear combinations.

- Belt loops of leg panel can be left on belt for quick installation
- Adjustable hip strap provides stable platform
- M.A.C pouch holds many radios and allows access to side controls
- Newly designed EOD pouch works great for multiple needs including medical supplies

Dimensions: 9”L x 4.5”W x 7.25”H, 1.38lb

Metric: 22.86cm x 5.72cm x 18.3cm, 625.95g

**Active Shooter Combo** $145

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

This Active Shooter Combo includes our AO Small Chest Rig, three Double Decker Value Combos includes one AO Small Chest Rig, three Double Decker Value Combos and our M.A.C. pouch and provides quick deployment option for multiple gear combinations.

- Belt loops of leg panel can be left on belt for quick installation
- Adjustable hip strap provides stable platform
- M.A.C pouch holds multiple radios and allows access to side controls
- Newly designed EOD pouch works great for multiple needs including medical supplies

Dimensions: 14.5”L x 3.7”W x 6.75”H, 1.93lb

Metric: 36.83cm x 9.39cm x 17.15cm, 875.43g

**Quick Reaction Combo** $250

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The V2 version of our popular Double Decker Value Combo includes one AO Small Chest Rig, three Double Decker Value Combos and our M.A.C. pouch and provides quick deployment option for multiple gear combinations.

- Fully adjustable to be pinned off or left without straps
- Easy to operate with gloved hands
- Reduced risk of accidental disengagement
- Increased reliability and speed of weapon deployment

Dimensions: 12”L x 4.7”W x 4.9”H, 2.60lb

Metric: 30.5cm x 2.54cm x 10.2cm, 119g

**Adjustable Weapons Catch** $45

MOLLE 95WCM0 Belt Mounted 95WCB0

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The HSGI® Adjustable Weapons Catch provides positive weapon retention for climbing, rappelling, fast roping and other operationally hands-free needs. This catch is constructed with rigid 2” SCUBA webbing, and quick-release, snap-shoulder buckle and metal D-ring for security.

- Fully adjustable to be pinned off or left without straps
- Easy to operate with gloved hands
- Reduced risk of accidental disengagement
- Increased reliability and speed of weapon deployment

Dimensions: 12”L x 7”W x 4”H, 2.60lb

Metric: 30.5cm x 2.54cm x 10.2cm, 119g

**Battle Belt Bridge** $35

MOLLE 95BB00 Belt Mounted 95WCB0

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

The Battle Belt Bridge is designed to bridge the gap of your Sure-Grip® Belt, increasing your PLSS real estate by up to six columns of webbing. It includes an HSGB Clip to secure one end to your battle belt and field-expedient, side-release buckles for easy attachment to the other end. These buckles also allow the bridge to be quickly disengaged. The HSGB® Belt Bridge will only fit Sure-Grip® gaps up to two inches.

- Regain battle space
- Easy on/off

Dimensions: 14”L x 6.2”W x 0.7”H, 16lb

Metric: 35.80cm x 1.59cm x 1.78cm, 74g

**Gear Disc** $20

MOLLE 90° 12GD00 - 45° right 12GD01 - 45° left 12GD02

See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

These 90-degree swiveling 1000D Cordura® laminate discs allow the user to apply either a 45- or 90-degree cant to magazines or other similar gear. Each user should consider their personal preferences before choosing a Gear Disc. Right discs (12GD00 and 12GD01) fit your pouches forward 45 degrees on your right hip. Left discs (12GD01 and 12GD02) fit your pouches forward 45 degrees on your left hip. The horizontal discs (12GD02 and 12GD00) allow you to mount vertical pouches horizontally and vice versa.

- Better accessibility
- Improved ergonomics
- More natural reloads

Dimensions: 4.5”L x 2.7”W x 0.7”H, 1lb

Metric: 11.43cm x 6.86cm x 1.78cm, 0.45kg
Adjustable Shoulder Pads $26

Padded Shoulder Harness $45

Side Plate Pockets $59

NVG Counterbalance Pouch $69

Micro Grip Belt Panel $24

Inner Belt $25

RAMPs V2 $24-$34

Sniper Waist Pack $48

High Speed Low Drag Suspenders $39
**HSGI® Clips**

- Available in black.
- Tapered leading edge and very slight width adjustment make these clips much easier to weave.
- Last attachment step much easier as the clip passes through itself before snapping.
- Also available in packs of 100 for $122 and $152.

**SGPB Plate Carrier Adaptor**

- Available in black/black, coyote brown/coyote brown, khaki/khaki, Multicam®/khaki, khaki/olive drab, olive drab/khaki, and olive drab/olive drab (tab color/bungee color).
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

**Bungee Replacement Kit**

- Available in black/black, coyote brown/coyote brown, khaki/khaki, Multicam®/khaki, khaki/olive drab, olive drab/khaki, and olive drab/olive drab (tab color/bungee color).
- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.
- HSGI® Bungee Replacement Kit is a repair/replacement item for various HSGI® products, including our TACO® line. Kit includes six bungee cords and six tabs.

**Med Sled**

- See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.
- HSGI® Med Sled is a replacement/attachment item for various HSGI® products, including our TACO® line. It includes six bungee cords and ten tabs.

**HSGI® Short Sleeve T-Shirt**

- Available in Cardinal and Faded Navy.
- Printed on a Next Level preshrunk cotton blend in either cardinal or faded navy blue with distressed graphics on front left chest and center back.
- The design is a clean, refreshing update to our original company shirt.

**HSGI® Baseball Cap**

- Available in Cardinal and Faded Navy.
- Designed by HSGI® and made entirely in the U.S.A.
- Velcro® adjustable elastic head strap.
- Two 2” x 3” loop patches, one front and one rear.
- One 1.5” x 1.5” loop patch on crown and one 1.5” x 1.5” on each side.

**HSGI® Thin Blue Line Patch**

- Show your support for our men and women in blue with this patch.
- Dimensions: 3” x 1.25” x 2”
- Metric: 7.62cm x 3.17cm x 5.08cm

**HSGI® American Flag Patch**

- Show your love of great American-made gear with this patch.
- Dimensions: 3” x 1.25” x 2”
- Metric: 7.62cm x 3.17cm x 5.08cm

---
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**Apparel**

**HSGI® Baseball Cap**

- Standard 907BC0
- Sterile 907BCO

The HSGI® Baseball Cap is constructed with heavy-weight twill material. See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

- Expandable elastic head strap to fit the small to extra-large sizes.
- Front and rear 2” x 3” loop areas and one 1.5” x 1.5” loop cover for patches.
- Subdued American Flag and an HSGI® logo embroidered on the colors.
- Designed by HSGI® and made entirely in the U.S.A.

The HSGI® Baseball Cap Sterile is a contractor-style cap that has no company logo or country flag. See www.highspeedgear.com for currently available colors/patterns.

**HSGI® Short Sleeve T-Shirt**

- Standard 90TBC0
- Sterile 90TBS0

Available in Cardinal and Faded Navy. Printed on a Next Level preshrunk cotton blend in either cardinal or faded navy blue with distressed graphics on front left chest and center back. The design is a clean, refreshing update to our original company shirt.

---

**HSGI® Clips**

- Short (6) 91S06BK - $11, Short (12) 91S12BK - $21
- Long (6) 91L06BK - $13, Long (12) 91L12BK - $23

**SGPB Plate Carrier Adaptor**

- 40PCAU - $20

**Bungee Replacement Kit**

- 91B08 - $8

**Med Sled**

- 95M00 - $12

**HSGI® Thin Blue Line Patch**

- 90TL00 - $5

**HSGI® American Flag Patch**

- 90US00 - $5
Show your love of great American-made gear with this unique logo patch.
Dimensions: 2”L x .12”W x 3”H
Metric: 5.08cm x .31cm x 7.62cm

PVC patch that screams TACO® Tuesday forever!
Dimensions: 2.5”L x .18”W x 2.12”H
Metric: 6.35cm x .45cm x 5.38cm

Show your love of great American-made gear with this patch.
Dimensions: 1.62”L x .12”W x 2”H
Metric: 4.11cm x .3cm x 5.08cm

Show your TACO® love with this patch!
Dimensions: 2.12”L x .15”W x 3.5
Metric: 5.38cm x .38cm x 8.89cm

SKU
HSGI® Description
NSN
NSN Item Name

11TA00MC HSGI®: Single Rifle TACO - Multicam® 8465-01-630-6754 POCKET, AMMUNITION MAGAZINE HSG-TACO-MULTICAM
11DD00MC HSGI®: Double Decker TACO - Multicam® 8465-01-653-1207 POCKET, AMMUNITION MAGAZINE HSG-DD-MULTICAM
12CP01 HSGI®: Single Rifle Mag Pouch, Modular 8465-01-583-8322 POCKET, AMMUNITION MAGAZINE HSG-UMMPS
12CP02 HSGI®: Double Rifle Mag Pouch, Modular 1005-01-583-8334 POUCH, AMMUNITION, MACHINE GUN HSG-UMMPD
12P00 HSGI®: Canteen 2QT Pouch 8465-01-583-8337 BAG, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT, CARRIER, HSG/M2QP
31CF00CB HSGI®: 1.5” Cobra Rigger Belt Small - Coyote Brown 8465-01-627-3052 BELT, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
31CF01CB HSGI®: 1.5” Cobra Rigger Belt M - Coyote Brown 8465-01-627-3053 BELT, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
31CF02CB HSGI®: 1.5” Cobra Rigger Belt LG - Coyote Brown 8465-01-627-3059 BELT, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
31CF03CB HSGI®: 1.5” Cobra Rigger Belt XL - Coyote Brown 8465-01-627-3054 BELT, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
31CF04CB HSGI®: 1.5” Cobra Rigger Belt 2XL - Coyote Brown 8465-01-627-3049 BELT, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
31CF05CB HSGI®: 1.5” Cobra Rigger Belt 3XL - Coyote Brown 8465-01-627-3056 BELT, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
31CV00BK HSGI®: Cobra 1.75” Rigger Belt/velcro in S - Black 8415-01-648-3259 COBRA-175-RIGGER-BELT-SM-BK
31CV01BK HSGI®: Cobra 1.75” Rigger Belt/velcro in M - Black 8415-01-648-3261 COBRA-175-RIGGER-BELT-MED-BK
31CV02BK HSGI®: Cobra 1.75” Rigger Belt/velcro in LG - Black 8415-01-648-3263 COBRA-175-RIGGER-BELT-LG-BK
31CV03BK HSGI®: Cobra 1.75” Rigger Belt/velcro in XL - Black 8415-01-648-3264 COBRA-175-RIGGER-BELT-XL-BK

ABOUT HIGH SPEED GEAR®

High Speed Gear® is dedicated to building the best 100% made in the USA, battle-proven tactical gear™. Everything HSGI® creates is manufactured in North Carolina.

Satisfaction is guaranteed for all of our customers, whether military, law enforcement or responsibly armed citizens. HSGI's® products are user-driven & are designed based on the operational experiences of a wide variety of end users. This includes regular direct input from military experts at the many bases throughout North Carolina.

High Speed Gear® has a history of producing some of the most versatile tactical pouches & platforms in the industry. A proven performer, HSGI® continues to show tremendous popularity in the law enforcement, military & shooting sports markets worldwide. HSGI®'s lengthy list of top tier operators includes U.S. & allied special forces, state & local tactical units, & federal agencies. All HSGI® products are Berry Compliant.

HSGI® products are fully warrantied to the original owner against defects in materials and workmanship for the lifetime of the product. If a product ever fails due to a manufacturing defect, we will repair it or replace it, at our discretion.